Hello and welcome to our February
Newsletter. This has been an exciting term
as Ramsbury’s Got Talent has been filmed
and judged, as well as many other unique
activities throughout the school. Although
quite a lot of us have been absent due to
Covid and we have all been separated into
our class bubbles, everyone has carried on
enjoying their learning. I hope you enjoy
reading about this term’s adventures.
By Molly, Year 6 School Newsletter
Ambassador.

Albert brought to school. This was the
proof we needed!

Class R
This term, Class R’s Enquiry Theme has
been, ‘There is no such thing as
dinosaurs… How do we know dinosaurs
existed?’ We began by looking at the
evidence.

We talked about animals protecting
themselves from predators (good word
Lila!) by camouflaging themselves, but we
also found out that some animals were
brightly coloured to make their enemies
think they were poisonous. The children
did some artwork and imagined how
dinosaurs would look and how they would
feel.

We talked about fossils and Mrs Hinder
brought in her fantastic collection which
the children looked at really closely. Then
we discovered that lots of the children
had fossils in at home. Belle brought in a
massive one that had been found in a
quarry. It has been polished and it is
spectacular! We learned about Mary
Anning finding fossils and how the
evidence for the existence of dinosaurs
comes from fossils.
Just as we were finding out about fossils,
scientists unearthed a 32ft ichthyosaur
fossil, so we watched TV news clips and
read an article from a newspaper that

We discovered that palaeontologists have
discovered skeletons of many different
types of dinosaur, and each skeleton tells
a story. Sharp teeth and a massive jaw tell
us that the dinosaur was a carnivore; a
tough, toothless beak - a herbivore, with
powerful hind legs it could run fast.
Features like horns showed us how they
defended themselves, small skulls tell us
that dinosaurs had small brains.

Then we talked about teeth. We discussed
how humans looked after their teeth by
eating a healthy diet, by visiting the

dentist and brushing their teeth twice a
day. We discovered dinosaurs didn’t need
to brush their teeth because they were
able to replace theirs lots of times. We
didn’t think that was fair as we only have
two sets!

The term kicked off with a fantastic trip to
Slimbridge Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust.
We had a gloriously cold, sunny, winter
day and the children were extremely
excited to go on their very first school
trip!

Then Miss Price’s dentist- Alistair (who
she taught when he was in Year 6!) and
Albert’s Mum, who is a dental nurse in the
same practice, came in to talk about how
to look after teeth. They even filmed Miss
Price having her teeth checked so they
could talk through what happened at a
check-up. Alistair said she definitely didn’t
have dinosaur teeth and she looked after
her teeth very well!
Class R answered their enquiry question
with a big YES!

We found out about how birds move, feed
and keep warm. We also compared
ourselves to birds.
Later in the term we took part in the RSPB
Big Garden Birdwatch, both at home and
in school. We built a bird hide in our
outdoor area and have been spending
time sitting quietly, waiting for birds to
visit! A class favourite has been the
beautiful robin.

A very big highlight for Class R this term
was seeing Josh the science man from
Explorer Dome making bubbles and fire!

Class 1
This term, Class 1 have been learning all
about animals. Our main focus has been
British birds, especially those we see in
our garden.

It’s safe to say we now have a class of
bird-loving twitchers!

Last month, we went to Marlborough
Leisure Centre for a morning of cricket
coaching.

Class 2
In Class 2, we have been learning about
Antarctica. We are now penguin experts
and are looking forward to meeting some
penguins on our school trip next month.

The penguin is a fascinating bird. It is a
good swimmer. Emperor penguins huddle
in a colony to keep warm while they
move. A colony is a group of thousands of
penguins. They have very strong flippers.
Penguins have thick bones for going deep
under water. Emperor penguins are the
tallest penguins in the world. Adelie
penguins have projectile poo and shoot it
about 40 centimetres. They have black
feathers so when animals hover above
them, they think it’s the ocean and white
feather so when animals swim under
them they think there is just light.
Reuben, Daniel, Leo, Sophia, Henry

When Class 2 went to the cricket, we
threw balls up to the ceiling. It was such
fun! Then we played cricket. We hit a ball
with the bat. It was fun. We had a batter
and catchers. One catcher threw the ball
and one caught the ball. If the batter ran
to the cone and back, they got two points.
I liked the cricket because cricket is a fun
sport.
George, Lucy and James

We enjoyed lots of mindfulness activities
last week for Children’s Mental Health
Week.

Class 3
Class 3 have had a fun filled term where
we have learnt all about World War 2.
Here are some of our highlights:

“I have really enjoyed learning about
World War 2, it’s been so interesting.”
Edward and Poppy
“I loved writing my own evacuee story
based on the Lion and the Unicorn. My
main character was called Isabella.” Iris
“Swimming has been so much fun - I
achieved so much this term!” Martha
“In Science, I enjoyed learning about light.
It was so much fun when we got to go into
a dark cave to find out which colours
reflected light.” Emilia
“It was so exciting when we found out the
suitcase of artefacts belonged to Sam
Beaver King.” Jack
“I enjoyed doing lots of mental maths!”
Nico
“I enjoyed plotting the Allies and Axis on
the world map.” Hugo

“Friend or Foe by Michael Morpurgo was
a really good book, I enjoyed reading it.”
Lorcan
“I really enjoyed listening to the story ‘The
lion above the door’ by Onjali Rauf” Inigo
“I enjoyed learning about the ‘risk robots’
in PSHE” Clarke
“I loved doing the 2 x table booklets. The
artwork was so much fun getting to
experiment with watercolours!” Olivia
“We got to design and make our very own
bags for a WW2 evacuee, I made a
backpack. I loved practising my sewing.”
Nia

Class 4
Our Enquiry Question this term is ‘What
can digging up the past teach us?’
We began the term with our very own
archaeological dig. The children focused

intently on excavating their artefacts
(chocolate chips) using toothpicks, before
using their deductive skills to try to solve
the mystery of Sutton Hoo.

In class, we have been reading Beowulf
and a picture book about Saint
Frideswide. Not only have these texts
taught us so much about the past but they
have truly inspired the most amazing
poems and historical stories by all the
children.
“We have been learning about kennings. A
kenning is where two words are put
together to describe something. A hellhound and a grotesque-demon are
kennings for a monster.” Peggy

As part of our learning about Anglo-Saxon
times we had an enjoyable morning at our
Holy Cross Church. We found out that

many early bishops went on to become
Archbishops of Canterbury and we
enjoyed having the time to look closely at
the preaching cross stones; the children
were fascinated by the intricate serpent
which appears to be biting its own body.

“We visited the church in Ramsbury to
learn more about the Anglo-Saxons. When
we got there, we had fun drawing
gargoyles and the Saxon stones. Mr
Whimster, who is a local historian, told us
that Ramsbury used to be called
Rammesburi or ‘Raven’s burh’ and it was a
very important place to live in AngloSaxon times.” Nicola

Erin and Tilly have summarised our
learning below:

Class 5
Despite some Covid interruptions this
term, Class 5 have been in hyperdrive
since Christmas.
As a class they have increased their class
average in spellings to 9/10 - working
together on different methods to retain
the words.
We wrapped up the term with our
incredible Ramsbury Fun Land Theme
Park. This project involved stamina,
patience and teamwork and Class 5 all did
incredibly well. I am really proud of their
progress this term!

English: We have been learning about
fables and morals in a story. We loved
naming our local animals and giving our
animals clothes.
Maths: We have been learning about
adding and subtracting fractions making
them improper and mixed numbers.
Geography: This term we have been
sketching the Ramsbury maps and putting
all the symbols on them.
RE: This term we have been learning
about different denominations like
Catholic, Church of England, Baptist and
Methodist.
PE: We have been learning how to play
Hockey and Tag Rugby. In Hockey we have
been playing matches and in Tag Rugby
we have been practising how to tag
people and throw backwards.
Reading for pleasure: This term we have
been reading ‘The Secret of the Purple
Lake’, fun and adventurous stories that
were interlinked, we all liked this book.

Class 5 met with the Chair of the Parish
Council, Sheila Glass, to discuss her role
within the community and to ask her
whether we could install a Theme Park.
Although reluctant to agree to this idea,
Mrs Glass was very informative about all
she does for the community and Class 5
will continue their quest to build
Ramsbury Fun Land.
Science: In Science this term we have
been dissecting a Stargazer Lily and have
sketched and water coloured a lily. We
also cloned a Penstamen.

Fables especially the Ant and the
Grasshopper. I also really enjoyed Tag
Rugby. Archie

Class 6
This term in science Class 6 have been
learning about light, and how the eye
works. We have found out that light
travels in a straight line, and more
recently, what colour light is. We paired
up and each pair used a transparent
plastic prism, a torch and a piece of paper.
We experimented by shining the torch
into the prism at different angles.
DT: We have been making fairground
rides in groups, we have been using
motors to make it spin round and we have
added lots of colour. To make it we have
used hacksaws, craft knives and glue guns.
I really enjoyed DT, because it was fun
researching and making the rollercoaster.
Also, we used a lot of glue!
Scratch - was fun making our own games
and I had fun playing my friends’ games
on Scratch.
Fables were the best fun English I have
done. Fractions in maths were my
favourite though because I like hard
maths! Reuben
I really enjoyed DT because we got to use
motors in our moving fairground ride. The
English was also fun because we got to
learn a stanza from the poem called The
Raven by Edgar Allen Poe. I always love
maths so I really enjoyed division and
fractions. Ted

If we laid the torch on the piece of paper,
facing the prism, the light was split into
the colours of the rainbow. The prism
bent the light, splitting all the colours of
light apart, a process which is called
refraction. We took some photos of what
we observed.
By Molly

I really enjoyed writing my own fable in
English and I also liked creating the
stained-glass window, even though we
didn't make it to the church! Erin
I really enjoyed DT, it was so much fun
and Cara and I are so proud of our moving
ride. Maisie
I really enjoyed making the slide show
about games. I loved listening to the

During the last few weeks we have been
learning algebra, which everyone has
enjoyed and done very well. We’ve been
practising using letters for numbers that

we can vary and even writing and solving
equations!
By Andrew
This term in English, we have been
focusing on writing balanced arguments
about whether discrimination still exists
today. For a couple of weeks now we have
been reading Wonder, a book about a boy
whose face doesn't look ‘normal’. We
thought about how people can be
discriminated against because of how they
look and also by their gender, race, age or
disability. We moved on to link some our
work to the musical ‘The Greatest
Showman’ and debated whether the
discrimination that existed then still exists
today. At the end of this block of work, we
completed some of best writing so far this
year!
By Amelie
Now that we have reached the Spring
Term, Ramsbury’s Got Talent 2022, the
school talent competition, is ready to
begin. Since we launched RGT 2022 a few
weeks ago, there has been much
excitement throughout the school as
children from all the year groups have
been submitting their acts.
After all of the acts have been submitted,
the four Year 6 judges will watch the clips
and judge them based on skill, talent and
technique, before reaching a final decision
on the semi-finalists and the prized golden
buzzers. Golden buzzers are awarded to
acts that the judges particularly enjoyed
and choose to immediately secure a place
in the final, without completing the semifinal round. We are currently halfway
through the competition and are very
excited to watch the upcoming semi-final
acts. Everything will be shared through
the Ramsbury’s Got Talent page on
Google Classroom. Good luck to all
contestants!
By Isla
In music we have been practising ‘This Is
Me’ and ‘A Million Dreams’ from The
Greatest Showman. Everyone has worked
so hard on it. Even though quite a few of

us have been away with Covid, we still
managed to create an amazing
performance. Our class orchestra included
people playing violins, clarinets, an oboe,
pianos, trumpets, a drum and two flutes!
By Ewan

PE
In Term 3 all classes have showed amazing
effort and commitment to improving their
physical skills and abilities as well as
learning about teamwork, communication
and team tactics.
Class R have been enjoying a variety of
themed activities through dance. They
danced like their PE animal friends and
also did the 'Weather Dance', the
'Machine Dance' and the 'Friendship
Dance'. Children have continued using
balls to improve hand-eye and leg-eye
coordination.

Class 1 have also moved to the rhythms of
some of the dances mentioned before,
but also worked a lot on improving some
basic skills in gymnastics. Children did
jumps, balances, rolls and support
positions; improving their strength.
Children also enjoyed the visit from a
specialist teacher introducing to them the
game of Kurling.
Class 2 worked in more depth in their
dance lessons. They danced specific
choreographies, copying moves from the
teacher and worked in pairs and small
groups to create their own dance
routines. Children also enjoyed
playground games and activities which

promote cooperation, communication,
resilience and team spirit.
At the start of the term the whole class
took part in an indoor skill building Cricket
event at Marlborough Leisure Centre.

Class 3 had their first lessons on Tag
Rugby. They learned tagging, dodging,
carrying the ball and passing. In swimming
they made amazing progress, as 5 children
moved up a group as a result of their hard
work.

Class 4 have been improving their skills in
Gymnastics and Tag Rugby. They have
been really motivated children, working
hard and aiming to do better every time.
Their teamwork and cooperation skills
have been second to none, with many
children earning their place in the PE
‘Book of Excellence’.

Class 5 had a fantastic term. They worked
a lot on Hockey ball handling, passing and
coordination skills, discussed distancing
and overall rules of the game. In Tag
Rugby all children have been amazing,
improving their skills and knowledge of
the game, including some simple forms of
team tactics.
Class 6 worked so hard in preparation for
the Hockey competition. They thoroughly
enjoyed walking to the MUGA at
Ramsbury Rec for their lessons and
practising there but due to Covid, they
couldn’t take part in the Cluster
competition after all. Onwards and
upwards for Tag Rugby next term!
We continued with our Sports Leaders
programme and After School Clubs. We
introduced a Skill Boosting session called
'Smart Moves' for specific children from
Classes R-3. We also did trials for the
Virtual Gymnastics competitions and
videos of our routines will be recorded
and sent next term - so Gymnasts keep
practising!

English Hub
Our specialist team of six teachers
continue to provide bespoke professional
support either remotely or in person to
our 29 intensively supported schools. This
term we have welcomed more and more
new schools to our CPD programmes
through our outreach work. To date we
have provided support or funding to just
over 250 schools across Swindon,
Wiltshire and the Cotswolds.
This week, the Hub team were delighted
to welcome Mrs Luckhurst to provide
Finance and Admin support to the Hub
programme. She was previously
Ramsbury School Business Manager and
we are thrilled to have her back in the
team again!

